
DEAD COLD  (chapters 6-10) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

CHAPTER 6. 

1. Put the adjectives in the box into the correct sentences. 

Big      old      famous       expensive       beautiful       tall 

 

a. Hill side was where all the _____famous_______ people lived in Pine Crest. 

b. Susan Hunter lived in a ___big_______ house. 

c. She had a very _____tall________ guard with a gun working for her. 

d. Susan Hunter was a ____beautiful________ movie star. 

e. Redridge was an ____old________ silver town. 

f. Now Redridge has ____expensive_________ stores and restaurants. 

 

2. Which of these is true? 

a. Janine Anderson talked to Susan Hunter just before she died.  

b. Janine Anderson worked for a group called Save Colorado. 

c. Janine Anderson found out who in the GLO took the money. 

 

3. What is Susan Hunter showing Flick Laine in the picture on page 35? 

The scar on her neck. 

CHAPTER 7 

4. Match the beginnings and the endings. 

1. Flick Laine drove thirty miles.  D 

2. Tina Nielson A 

3. The Alpine Resort was like C 

4. The Alpine Resort had all E 

5. You couldn’t see the mountains B 

a. Showed Flick around. 

b. Because the buildings were so big. 

c. A small city. 

d. To visit Alpine Resorts in Redridge. 

e. The ski runs in Redridge. 

 

5. What surprised Flick about skiing at Alpine Resorts? 

 The price (it was very expensive) 

  
 



CHAPTER 8 

6. Put these events in the correct order 

a. Flick gives the man her gun. 

b. Flick hits the gunman in the face. 

c. Flick asks the man lots of questions. 

d. The man pushes Flick into the ski lift. 

e. Flick pushes the gunman out of the ski lift. 

 

d, a, c, b, e 

 

CHAPTER 9 

7. Tony Rizzo was a hit man. What does it mean?  

He is a killer (they kill for money) 

 

8. What is on the paper that Gershon gives to Laine?  

 

 A list of the names of people who worked for the GLO. 

 

CHAPTER 10 

8. How many people are in the room at first? 

4 

 

9. What does Laine do to the hit man? 

She hits him on the head with her gun. 

 

10. If you were making a film of this story, which famous actors would you choose to 

star in the main parts? 

OPEN ANSWER. 

 


